New C.S. Mott Scholarship announced for UM - Flint!

The Career Center is excited to announce a new scholarship opportunity for students here at the University of Michigan – Flint. The C.S. Mott Engaged Learning Grant is intended to create global and domestic engaged learning opportunities for all students, regardless of financial status. Engaged learning encompasses a wide range of valuable experiences such as internships, industry-based classroom projects, and various other hands-on learning endeavors. Over the course of the next two years, the C.S. Mott Engaged Learning Grant will provide support ranging from $500 - $1,500 for as many as 250 students. Its purpose, to remove financial hurdles that stand in the way of an engaged learning experience such as travel or housing expenses. Click HERE to learn more.

NEW CAREER EVENT CONNECTS STUDENTS WITH INTERNSHIPS AT TOP FIRMS

First impressions are everything. We have all heard this saying before, yet how many of us take a moment to recognize the gravity of it? For college students, it may often be the case that the outcome of an interview, job offer, or promotion is decided based on the quality of their first impression. This was exactly what we had in mind when creating our latest event. Last month, 24 students seized the opportunity to make their first impression on nine corporate partners in the University of Michigan – Flint’s first ever Intern Me in 3 competition.

Read more.
3RD ANNUAL CORPORATE CASE COMPETITION

Kicks off January 25th

Build Relationships.
Gain Experience.

The Corporate Case Competition brings together undergraduate and graduate students from across campus. Student teams work to develop and present a viable solution to an issue currently impacting corporations on a global level. This competition is open to all students and provides participants with a chance to build cross-cultural relationships, gain professional experience, and most importantly, participate in a real-world case study to analyze and develop a global business solution.

Apply Business Concepts.
Secure Employment.

Considering today’s increasingly competitive job market for current students, taking advantage of experiential learning opportunities is becoming almost as important as a degree itself. The Corporate Case Competition provides an excellent way for students to gain these experiences by networking and connecting with representatives from industry and professional organizations. It is through these collaborations that the Corporate Case Competition translates the knowledge, theories, and research that you as faculty and staff have bestowed upon them, into real-world experience that can make a difference in society.

ENGAGEMENT

13 CORPORATIONS 90+ STUDENTS OVER $4K PRIZE MONEY

REGISTRATION

DEADLINE: JANUARY 18TH

@UMFlintCareers UM-Flint Career Center https://www.umflint.edu/careers 810.424.5448
MEET OUR NEWEST STAFF MEMBER!

Gaining a new staff member is a cause for celebration and the Career Center team is happy to announce our newest staff member Angelina Wittenkeller! Angelina serves as the Career Center’s Employer Recruiting Coordinator in order to build relationships with employers and create new and exciting hands-on learning opportunities for our students. Previously, she has worked in Human Resources encompassing multiple roles including leadership. A University of Michigan – Flint alumna herself, Angelina is excited to utilize the external knowledge and experience she has gained since graduation and bring her expertise back to the university and the Flint community as a whole.

JOBS & INTERNSHIPS

At the Career Center, we work directly with top employers to discuss their need for talent. We understand that faculty and staff are sometimes contacted directly by employers looking to recruit students for employment and internship opportunities. We are happy to assist with these types of requests.

Please let us know if there is an employer that you would like for us to add to our network or communication list. We will work to meet employer requests, while also adhering to the appropriate NACE guidelines for equal access to employment. All jobs and internships are posted in Career Connection.

Career Connection is the online career management system provided by the Career Center and can be accessed by all students and alumni. Career Connection can be used to schedule appointments with career advisors, upload resumes and cover letters for review, as well as browse a comprehensive database of job and internship openings.
Below you will find a sample of nation-wide job and internship openings posted to Career Connection daily.

**Human Resources Intern,**
*Amazon.com*
Amazon is looking for high-potential leaders, who are ready to own their impact in Amazon Operations as a Sr. Human Resources Intern (Sr. HRA Intern). We promise you will have your leadership capacity stretched to its full potential. As a front-line leader, you will have an opportunity to truly invest in others and develop a people-focused leadership style, while mastering the tools, processes, and operations that have created the most customer-centric company on Earth.

**Loan Specialist,**
*U.S. Department of Agriculture*
USDA is a great place to start or continue your career. USDA is ranked as one of the top 10 "Best Places to Work in the Federal Government" by the Partnership for Public Service. Rankings are based on employee feedback regarding satisfaction with their work experience. The Loan Specialist has responsibility for establishing, marketing, managing and servicing loans and grants for community facilities and public utilities.

**Mental Health Technician,**
*Havenwyck Hospital*
Havenwyck Hospital is seeking a dynamic and talented Mental Health Technician to join our team of compassionate, dedicated professionals. The Mental Health Technician performs routine patient care duties under the direct supervision of the Charge Nurse. This opportunity provides the following: meaningful work saving lives, a healthy respectful and team-based work environment, growth and development opportunities, competitive compensation, student loan refinancing, 401k plan with company match.

**Electrical Engineer,**
*Burns & McDonnell Engineering*
Our Electrical Engineers are responsible for performing tasks requiring the application of standard electrical engineering techniques and procedures. This includes standard design of electrical systems, assisting lead engineers with various project duties, and other duties as assigned. Opportunities as an Electrical Engineer exist in multiple market segments and locations. Specific assignments and project work varies depending on the market segments and locations.

**Financial Professional Associate,**
*Prudential*
The Financial Professional Associate position is a sales position with Prudential Advisors selling insurance and financial services. Financial Professional Associates participate in a comprehensive development program, developing product knowledge, and selling experience while offering appropriate insurance and investment products to help clients meet their financial goals.

**Project Manager,**
*Epic Systems*
As a Project Manager on our Implementation Services (IS) team, you’ll work side by side with our customers to install our software, help them to lead and manage change, and ultimately transform the way they provide healthcare for about 70% of Americans. Project managers develop creative strategies to achieve a common end goal while collaborating with smart and innovative colleagues from all roles.

---
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